
Get to know your customers 
with the help of artificial intelligence

Artificial Intelligence
helps to ensure security restrictions in the „Corona time“



Mr. Smith is a conscious 

manager. He is looking for 

a way how to manage 

„Corona restrictions“ and 

how to fulfill goal of socially 

responsible company.



A tireless 

solution in 

the difficult 

times of a 

pandemic

Artificial intelligence helps to 

implement the preventive 

measures that are required in times 

of pandemic.
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

11

There are more than 

10 persons in the 

area

Preventive measures

Preventive distance 

is not observed at 

the Cash desk #1

There are people 

moving in the wrong 
direction in zone B

There is a person 

without a face mask 
in zone 12b
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Detection of a 

person out of the 

allowed age range

Preventive measures

There is a person 

with high body 
temperature at the 

entrance

Identification of 

persons which were 

contact with the risk 

person

The route of the risk 

person was 

displayed

35



Artificial 

intelligenceWhat is artificial intelligence and 

how can it be used for image 

recognition and processing?
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Face recognition

system including 

demographic 

data.



Human body detection

and objects on stage.

eMotion detects not only faces, but also the human body and objects –

greatly extending the potential applications and increasing the accuracy 

of our measurements.



Corona 

use casesArtificial intelligence in eMotion 

Counter is automatically 

generating useful informations that 

can be effectively used in sales.



02

Social distancing

Monitoring the social 

distancing violation

01

Entrance limit

Monitoring the visitors 

number limits

03

One way

Support for the application of 

one-way aisles in branches

04

Face mask

Detection of people without 

face mask

05

Age restrictions

Checking the age of entering 

persons

06

Sick person

Identification of the sick 

person and analysis of its 

movement and contacts
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Entrance limit 
management

Controlling and management of people 

entrance restriction.

Traffic management and exceeding 

limit alerts.

Notification

Traffic lights at the entrances to 

manage people entry.

Traffic lights

Number of persons in the monitored 

areas compared with the defined 

limits.

Number of perons
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Entrance limit 
management

Controlling and management of people 

entrance restriction.
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Social 

distancing 
measurement

Monitoring of the social distancing violation

Broken rules notification and automatic 

alerts to responsible persons.

Notification

Option to exclude defined group of 

people from the monitoring. For 

example not to count employees.

Exceptions

Real time social distancing 

measurement.

Social distancing
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

One-way traffic 

management

If one-way alleys are defined, it's possible to monitor 

compliance with the one-way rule traffic of these areas.

Broken rules notification and automatic 

alerts to responsible persons.

Notification

Option to exclude defined group of 

people from the monitoring. For 

example not to count employees.

Exceptions

Support for the application of one-

way aisles in branches.

Direction of traffic
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Identification of 

persons without 

face mask

Simple identification of persons without face mask in 

the monitored area.

Broken rules notification and automatic 

alerts to responsible persons.

Notification

Option to exclude defined group of 

people from the monitoring. For 

example not to count employees.

Exceptions

Identification of persons whose 

don’t have a face mask.

Face mask
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Identification of 

persons without 

face mask

Simple identification of persons without face mask in 

the monitored area.
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Ensuring the 

customers "age 

restriction"

Management of visitors entrance based on their 

age. Age range entrance rules application.

Broken rules notification and 

automatic alerts to responsible 

persons.

Notification

Option to exclude defined group of 

people from the monitoring. For 

example not to count employees.

Exceptions

Age estimation functionality ensure 

that age range restriction will not be 

broken.

Age restriction
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Ensuring the 

customers "age 

restriction"

Management of visitors entrance based on their 

age. Age range entrance rules application.
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Sick person 
identification and 

monitoring

Identification of sick persons (with high body 

temperature), monitoring of their route and 

contacts with other persons.

Broken rules notification and 

automatic alerts to responsible 

persons.

Notification

Option to exclude defined group of 

people from the monitoring. For 

example not to count employees.

Exceptions

Identification of persons with high body 

temperature. Analysis of their routes 

and contacts with other persons.

Sick people
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Sick person 
identification and 

monitoring

Identification of sick persons (with high body 

temperature), monitoring of their route and 

contacts with other persons.



02

Social distancing

Monitoring the social 

distancing violation

01

Entrance limit

Monitoring the visitors 

number limits

03

One way

Support for the application of 

one-way aisles in branches

04

Face mask

Detection of people without 

face mask

05

Age restrictions

Checking the age of entering 

persons

06

Sick person

Identification of the sick 

person and analysis of its 

movement and contacts



Not only for 

Corona 

times…



02

eMotion Analytics

Customer behavior analysis, 

heat and flow maps along 

with event tracking 

notification.

01

eMotion Counter

Footfall counter and 

collector of customer 

demographic data.

03

Smart Screen

Customized advertising 

broadcasts that vary 

depending on who is 

watching.

04

Magic Mirror

A mirror offering advertising 

and responding to the 

observer and their emotions.

05

Face API

An image analytics interface 

for customer solution 

developers.

06

Development

AI development based on 

a customer's specific 

requirements and needs.
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Detailed knowledge of the 

customer

Demographic data

Gender

Age

Mood

Makeup, glasses

Hair, beard

02

Consistent and accurate classification and 

categorization of visitors and thus the 

target customer group.

Brand and style of clothing

Accurate customer counting

Customer counters

Visitor Counter

Unique visits counter

Personal identification

01

Not only customer counting, but also 

accurate counting of unique inputs 

resulting in unique identification.

VIP name identification

Numbers in zones

Number of followers

Customer habits and behaviors

Customer behavior

Recurring visits

Time spent at the store

Movement around a store

Purchase history

Interest in goods/advertising

03

A way to get to know your customers and their 

behavior and habits, segmented by customer 

groups. 

Behavior in zones
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Customer groups

Customer lists

Employees

Whitelist

Blacklist

NET-Number of visits

04

The categorization enables getting more 

precise data and clear the information of 

the undesirable influence.

Group counts/Behaviors

Situation Warning

Notification

Repeated arrival

Customer with history

Customer from a list

Special behaviors

Product engagement

05

Store tracking and monitoring with automatic 

alerts to predefined situations, enabling you to 

enhance the customer experience.

Zone occupancy

Safety monitoring

Safety

Blacklist

Zone entry

06

Monitor security and automate suspicious 

behavior alerts and security incidents.
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Targeted advertising

Personalised advertising

Dynamic content

Interest tracking

Personal advertising

07

Delivering advertising that is specific to the 

audience, increasing its impact and 

effectiveness.

Accurate KPI Measurement

Performance management

Customer satisfaction

Presence in the workplace

Customer check-in

Workplace load

Queuing

08

Accurate KPI measurement to track performance and quality 

of work for employees and workplaces. Online notifications to 

enable you to respond to the situation.
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

The measurement outputs can be viewed 

using predefined reports or connected to BI.

Customer counts 
and

demographic 
data.
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Customer behavior can be visualized 

using flow and heat maps.

Heat maps 
showing customer 

behavior.



Personalised advertising messages.

Each ad is optimized for a specific target audience. We can help you to 

deliver it accurately and purposefully.
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

An interactive 

mirror responsive 
to the customer 

and their 

emotions.



Pilot

operationA pilot operation lets you see 

for yourself how our solution 

can benefit you and your 

customer. 
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Diagnostics

A simple video analysis gives you a 

clear understanding of the eMotion 

outputs.

01

Pilot

A month of sharp traffic at a selected 

location will provide a complete and 

accurate picture of eMotion's

benefits.

02

Try out the benefits and features of 

the solution before you deploy it.

Touch the Future



Solution 

ArchitectureLogical and technical description 

of eMotion architecture.
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

high-speed 

internet connection

01 Direct connection to Cloud

02 Easy to implement

slow-speed 

internet connection

01 Network independent

02 Local server

Front End

Branch

Cloud

RTSP Cameras

Branch Server

API

Central Server

Portal

Front End

Branch

Cloud

RTSP Cameras

API

Central Server

Portal

eMotion Architecture
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

Multilayer 

architecture

01 RTSP camers

02 GPU servers

03 Cloud service

Technology architecture



Solution 

Pricing
A modern and useful solution with a 

surprisingly low price.



It is worth the price 

of one 
hamburger?Increase customer 

satisfaction and sales at 

minimal cost.
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FUTURE NOW

ALWAYS

The price for one camera and one month 

of operation.

eMotion Counter Small

eMotion Counter | Small

50 Euro
Camera/Month

#01 10 Locations

#02 1 camera per site

#03 Setup costs 500 Euro/location

The price for one camera and one month 

of operation. The price for one site is 80 

Euro.

eMotion Counter Medium

eMotion Counter | Medium

20 Euro
Camera/Month

#01 20 Locations

#02 4 cameras at the site

#03 Setup costs 500 Euro/location

The price for one camera and one month 

of operation. The price for one site is 90 

Euro.

eMotion Counter Large

eMotion Counter | Large

15 Euro
Camera/Month

#01 50 Locations

#02 6 cameras at the site

#03 Setup costs 500 Euro/location



eMotion – simple way 

how to ensure security 
restrictions and get to 

know your customers 

better.



+420 226 201 970

https://bluedynamic.cz

Pražská 239, 250 66 Praha – Zdiby, Czech Republic

info@bluedynamic.cz


